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Some initial considerations as you read this text: 
No lecture this time, but the text is a bit longer.  There aren't any science reasoning 
puzzles in this text, so you'll need to figure out the text like you normally do with 
lectures.  "Figuring out" is a key ingredient in learning--having someone tell you facts 
that are so clear that there is nothing to figure out has very little to do with learning.  I 
recommend that you take notes as you go through the text.  Make connections between 
the text and other things we've learned in this course.  Write some of your own science 
reasoning puzzles and then answer them. 
 

Introduction 
By 'living world' I mean a world that changes through time in response to geological 
processes acting on it.  We're going to look mainly at processes that affect a planet's 
surface.   
 
The processes that we are going to look at are the following: 
 
Impact Cratering  (objects from space hit the planet) 
Tectonism (forces within the planet produce movement that deforms rock) 
Volcanism (parts of the planet's crust or interior melt and erupt to the surface) 
Weathering and Erosion (wind, water, ice, or other processes alter or move sediment) 
Geochemical Differentiation (processes of crystallization, dissolution, and partitioning 
create areas with different composition from others). 
 
Ironically, I'm not going to talk about the effect of life itself on a world!  Life is important 
on Earth, most notably in affecting how a planet weathers and erodes.  Photosynthetic 
life has manufactured an oxygen-rich atmosphere which reacts with (weathers) rocks, 
and human life has become one of the primary erosional forces on the planet Earth. 
 
To keep our topic from getting too big, I'm going to limit myself to 3 points about each 
process. 
 

Impact Cratering 
 
1)  Asteroids and comets often hit a planet at a speed faster than the speed of sound in 
rock.  This means that the energy of the impact can't at first be dissipated by sound 
waves.  Consequently, the immense energy of the impact is dispersed more like an 
explosion than like throwing a rock into a puddle of mud.  This results in impact craters 
that are mostly circular rather than oblong.  This circularity helps us distinguish impact 
craters from other types of basins on planets, such as volcanic calderas or karst-type 
basins. 



 
2)  With increasing size, the morphology of impact craters change.  The smallest 
craters, up to perhaps 20 km (depending on the size of the world and the strength of its 
rocks) are called simple craters.  Larger craters are called complex craters. 
 
From smallest to largest, different types of impact crater include the following.  
 
A simple circular basin with a raised rim (called a simple crater) 
 

 
 
 
A circular basin with a central rebound peak (called a central peak crater) 
 

 
 
 
A circular basin with an interior ring of mountains (called a peak ring crater) 
 



 
 
 
Or, at the largest scale, often thousands of kilometers across, a central basin 
surrounded by multiple rings of mountains (called a multi-ringed basin) 
 

 
 
 
3)  Impact craters are one of the key time-keepers for planetary surfaces.  Impact 
craters form only rarely, but they accumulate over time--unless some other process 
covers up the crater, erodes it way, or deforms it beyond recognition.  
 
Thus, we can estimate the age of a planet's surface based on how many impact craters 
are on it.  A surface with very few craters is geologically young.  A surface that is 
saturated with craters (that is, any new crater will obliterate a previous one), is old.  
 



 
 
Notice that the crater age does not tell us how long a planet has existed, but rather how 
long it's been since some process erased the craters on the surface. 
 

Tectonism: 

 
1)  Tectonism refers to any movement due to forces within a planet.  The energy for 
tectonic movement can come from radioactive or tidal heating within a planet.  This 
heating produces regions of rising and sinking material that impose forces on the 
planet's crust.  Alternatively, forces might be imposed directly by tidal forces, or might 
be related to changing volumes (shrinking or expanding) as the interior of a planet cools 
or heats up.  Forces can be related to gravitational re-equilibration (like isostatic 
equilibration). 
 

 
 
2)  Tectonic features are often linear or curvilinear, helping to distinguish these features 
from other types of features on a planet. 



 
Linear rille on the Moon--Rima Ariadaeus--Apollo 10, NASA.   
 
 
3)  Plate tectonics is only one type of tectonics.  Plate tectonics is the major cause of 
tectonic processes on Earth, but is not obviously dominant on any other planet that we 
know of. 
 
A lithospheric plate is the rigid part of the Earth's upper mantle plus the crust.  It 'floats' 
on a more easily-deformed plastic layer called the asthenosphere.  These plates vary 
from about 70 km thick (under oceans) to 100-150 km thick (under continents) and are a 
few hundred to a few thousand kilometers wide.  There are about 14 major lithospheric 



plates on Earth today.  The plates have changed size, geometry, and orientation 
through geological time. 
 

 
 
Plate tectonics accounts for many of Earth's major features such as  

 Presence of deep ocean trenches 

 Mountain ranges 

 Volcanic belts 

 The high ridge running down the center of the Atlantic 

 Rift valleys 

 Ocean crust that is youngest at the central rift and gets older outwards in a 
symmetrical pattern 

 
On Earth, these plates move relative to each other, correlated to convection of soft, 
plastic material in the Earth's mantle.  Plates can move away from each other (divergent 
boundaries), toward each other (convergent boundaries), or past each other (transform 
boundaries).   
 
The pictures below show some of the key features of different kinds of boundaries. 
 



Convergent boundary:  

 
Modern examples:  
    ocean crust subducted beneath ocean crust:  Japan, Philippines, Aleutian islands 
    ocean crust subducted beneath continental crust:  Andes, Cascade Mountains  
   
Continental crust can also converge with continental crust.  In this case, there is no 
subduction, little volcanism, and the geometry is different from that shown in the 
picture.  The key features at these boundaries are mountains, folds, and compressive 
faults.  Modern examples include:  the Himalayas, the Alps. 
   

Divergent boundary:  

 

Modern examples:  The mid-Atlantic ridge, the East African Rift, the Red Sea and Gulf 
of Aden  
   



Transform boundary:  

 
Modern example:  The San Andreas Fault  



 

Volcanism: 
 
1)  Lava flows tend to be lobate in shape (that is, made of a series of lobes), and radiate 
outwards from the volcano.  This can help distinguish this process from impact or 
tectonic processes. 
 
2)  Lava forms when the crust or interior of a planet partly melts and the melt erupts to 
the surface, such as through the action of gases that expel it.  Depending on the 
composition of a planet's crust, lava can have a variety of different compositions, 
including different kinds of melted silicate rock and different kinds of melted ices.   
 
On Earth (as well as Io, a moon of Jupiter), lava is made mainly of silicate material 
because the crust and interior of these worlds is mainly silicate-type rock.  Many other 
worlds had silicate lava in the ancient past, such as our Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, 
and others.  Melting of silicate rock typically requires temperatures over 900ºC. 

 
Ra Patera--silicate volcano on Io, moon of Jupiter.  Color comes from an abundance of 
sulfur in these volcanos, perhaps deposited from vapor on the surface of the flows.  
Voyager 1, NASA 
 



On Europa, moon of Jupiter, the crust and perhaps parts of the underlying mantle are 
made of water ice.  When pockets of heating melt this 'rock', it can erupt to the surface 
in volcanic eruptions, much like volcanic eruptions on Earth.  These are not geysers.  
Instead, we sometimes call them cryovolcanos to distinguish them from silicate 
volcanoes.  Cryovolcansm also occurs on Enceladus, moon of Saturn, and has 
occurred in the ancient past on Ganymede, Callisto, Triton, Titan, and probably many 
other worlds. 
 

 
Sotra Patera, possible ice volcano on Saturn's moon, Titan.  Image courtesy NASA/JPL-
Caltech/USGS/University of Arizona.  Material color-coded green is thought to be 
volcanic. 

Wider view of the same region as shown in the picture above, showing the lava flow 
stretching in a lobate pattern toward the right side of the volcano, which is on the left. 



 
On Triton, active volcanos today probably erupt liquid nitrogen, or nitrogen-rich material.  
The temperature on Triton today is so low that water ice can probably never melt.  
Instead, 'rock' made of nitrogen ices can melt when the planet warms in the sun during 
the long summer.   
 
3)  Sources of energy for volcanism can differ.  For example, most of the energy for 
volcanism on Earth comes from the radioactive decay of Potassium, Uranium, and 
Thorium in the Earth's interior.  This heat can produce partial melting of pockets of rock 
in the Earth's upper mantle or lower crust. 
 
Smaller worlds, like the Moon and Mercury, have cooled off enough to limit modern 
melting.  Volcanism on these worlds mostly occurred in the ancient past.  Small worlds 
have a larger surface-to-volume ratio and so cool off faster, like a small rabbit will get 
cold faster than a big bear. 
 
Some small worlds, like Io and Enceladus, are still volcanically active.  These worlds 
have a different source of energy--tidal heating.  As these worlds orbit their giant 
planets, the intense gravity of Jupiter or Saturn squish and unsquish the crust and 
interior much like the orbiting Moon squishes and unsquishes the oceans of Earth, 
making the tides.  But Jupiter and Saturn are much bigger than the Moon, and the 
squishing and unsquishing of rock makes the rock hot, like bending a wire back and 
forth will make it hot.   
 
 

 



 
 
A third source of heat for volcanism can be sunlight, which might cause the volcanos on 
Triton.  The evidence for sunlight being an important source of heat on Triton is that 
when the voyager spacecraft flew by, volcanos were erupting only in the band of land 
that was in the new morning sunlight after Triton's long, cold night.   
 
Although not considered volcanic, sunlight also causes eruptions of gas and sediment 
near Mars' southern ice cap.  There, the surface layer of ice is clear, allowing sunlight to 
pass through and warm deeper ice that vaporizes.  We'll look at a picture of these 
features in a later unit of this course. 
 
 

  



Weathering and Erosion: 
 
1)  Weathering refers to the process by which rock interacts with the atmosphere, 
causing it to break down into smaller pieces and making new minerals.  On Earth, 
weathering involves physical processes such as freezing and thawing that break rocks 
up, as well as chemical processes like reactions with water and carbon dioxide that 
make different minerals. The kind of weathering reactions that happen on other worlds 
depends on the temperature and the composition of the atmosphere.  Weathering in the 
brutally cold methane-rich atmosphere of Titan will be quite different from weathering in 
the hot CO2 and acid-rich atmosphere of Venus! 
 

 
Curiosity Rover, NASA.  Sheep bed.location.  Evidence for both mechanical weathering 
(widened fractures) and chemical weathering (red color indicates oxidized iron).   
 
2)  Erosion refers to processes by which weathered material is transported away from a 
region.  This might include transport by water (waves, rivers), ice (glaciers), wind, or 



simply by gravity.  Each of these transport mechanisms can leave characteristic 
features in the landscape.  For example, erosion by running water can leave winding or 
branching channels. 

 
Mars Express, ESA.  Osuga Vallis, Mars.  Evidence for erosion by surface liquid water, 
where no surface liquid water exists today. 
 
3)  Space weathering is a kind of weathering that happens on worlds without 
atmospheres.  Tiny micrometeorites that would burn up in an atmosphere hit the 
surface, melting and vaporizing part of it, and make small glassy blobs called 
agglutinates.  Hydrogen nuclei from the solar wind strike the surface and cause 
components like iron to be reduced from an oxidized state to a metallic state.  Other 
particles from the solar wind also strike the surface of airless bodies, including the solar 
wind implanted element 3He which may someday power fusion reactors.   
 
Space weathering not only increases the amount of metallic iron, agglutinates, and 3He, 
but can change the composition of the surface material by vaporizing selected parts.  It 
can ablate surface material and alter the color of the surface through time, explaining 
the disappearance of bright rays around fresh impact craters. 
 

Geochemical Differentiation: 
1) When a body gets big enough, or warm enough, it differentiates to form a core, 
mantle, and/or crust.  Partial melting, partial crystallization, and other processes divide 
the initial batch of elements into many subdivisions of elements each with a different 
composition that the original. 
 
2)  Differentiation is usually not restricted to a planet's interior.  Variations in composition 
are often seen in differences in color or other properties of a planets surface. 
 
3)  A body big enough to have become differentiated is often called a protoplanet (not to 
be confused with a dwarf planet). 



 

 

 
Astronaut Paolo Nespoli took this image of the moon from aboard the International 
Space Station on March 20, 2011, Credit: ESA/NASA 
 
The light colored highlands of the Moon, made light by the abundance of anorthite in the 
rock, contrasts with the dark-colored basalt of the maré basins, reflecting the extensive 
differentiation of the Moon--different regions have different compositions. 
 
  



A Personal Story of the Maré on the Moon: 
Once upon a time, long ago, a young man and a young woman emerged from a 

small café where they had shared supper in the valley-and-ridge province of 
Tennessee.  They turned east up Cumberland Avenue, the dark sky blanketing the hills 
of the university where they were graduate students in geology. The full Moon had risen 
and hung over the campus like a great pumpkin. 

"What do you see in the Moon?" she asked. 
He paused a moment and answered.  "I see a rabbit." 
"Me too!" she said. 
Realizing that they were compatible, they got married, and have been married 

ever since. 
Russ and Mary Colson 
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